At a very early age, the Australian novelist Julia Leigh took refuge in her bedroom with an artificial。 She was born in 1959, and her first novel, "The Shepherd’s Crook," was published in 1985. Her work often deals with the themes of female identity, individuality, and the search for a sense of self amidst the pressures of a patriarchal society. Leigh's writing is characterized by its psychological depth, and she is known for her ability to explore the complexities of human emotions and relationships. Her novels are often set in the Australian landscape, providing a rich backdrop for her narratives. Through her writing, Leigh invites readers to confront the challenges of being a woman in a world that is often hostile and unfair. Whether it's the struggle for love, the quest for identity, or the fight for freedom, her stories are a powerful testament to the resilience and strength of the human spirit.

A superb memoir looks at the indignities IVF has made normal, says Helen Brown
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© ... IVF or Intra-cytoplasmic Sperm Injections each year. There's an emotional avalanche coming for most of those women.
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